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Awards Given

NEW HIRES

Criminalist Desireé Harston was
awarded the Civilian of the Quarter for
the 2nd Quarter of 2020 and Civilian of
AWARDS GIVEN
the Year for 2020 in recognition of her
SHERMAN POLICE REGIONAL PIPE BAND
exemplary work ethic and dedication.
SPA NEWS
During the 2nd Quarter of 2020,
Criminalist Desireé Harston assisted in
Sherman Police Department
the process of nine major crime scenes
317 S. Travis
including two homicides and two
Sherman, Texas 75090
shootings. Her performance during the critical stages of
www.ci.sherman.tx.us/police
evidence collection was exemplary. She has been a valuable
asset to the Criminal Investigations Division and has set a high
standard. She represented the Sherman Police Department with
distinction while assisting the Texas Rangers with an officer‐
involved shooting. Afterwards, a number compliments were
received by investigating Rangers on her conduct during a very
horrific scene. Desireé has also shown outstanding initiative by
New Hires
Justin Feagin was hired as an Animal Control assisting other areas in the Department. She has on occasion
Officer on March 1, Carissa Welch and Chad filled in as a Communications Officer when needed.
Johnson were hired as Law Enforcement on
Sergeant Alex Shivers was
March 15 and Jodi St. Clair was hired as a
awarded the Officer of the
Communications Officer on March 15 as well.
Quarter for the 3rd Quarter of
Welch and Johnson will be scheduled to start
2020. Sgt. Shivers was newly
the Police Academy soon.
assigned as the Training
Sergeant. So when the Sherman
Police Department hosted a
Texoma Regional Police Academy
with a class that covered 756
hours of material and graduated
Shivers with Assistant Chief Wes
in September 2020, he ensured the Trisler
lesson plans from 18 different instructors were properly
 New SPD Headquarters meetings with the
prepared and secured training sites needed to train the recruits.
contractor and architect continue as we
Shortly after the academy started, the five recruits fell victim to
move closer to costing out the
the COVID‐19 virus and had to quarantine. The interrupted
construction phase.
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training schedule caused major issues with instructor’s
schedules, off‐site training facilities schedules as well as
delaying the graduation date. Four of the five recruits
returned to class; however, one was allowed to attend
virtually with the help from Sgt. Shivers obtaining
permission from the academy director. He coordinated
with instructors and set up a weekend schedule to get
the class back on track to meet the September
graduation date. Sgt. Shivers assisted with training and
even taught some of the classes.
Records Specialist Dannett Gregory was awarded the
Civilian of the Quarter
for the 4th Quarter
of 2020. Dannett
showed exemplary
performance of
duty when a team
member was out
of the office for
medical reasons.
Dannett took on
Gregory with Lt. Jeremy Cox
most of the interactions with customers over the phone
and in person as well as most of the requests from the
District Attorney’s Office, CPS, Parole and NCIS. Dannett
completed 60 case filings in October and 67 case filings
in November to the District Attorney’s office. She
continues to scan older paper files aside from her other
daily tasks. Dannett is willing to take on any task and
offers assistance when needed. She is helpful and
shows patience and compassion while assisting
customers.
Corporal Scott
Barker was
awarded the
Officer of the
Quarter for
the 4th
Quarter of
Barker with Assistant Chief Bruce Dawsey
2020.
Corporal Scott Barker is an outstanding role model to B‐
shift and the entire police department. He actively looks
for illegal activity and assists other officers. The officers
on B‐shift have been vocal in their appreciation of his

positive work ethic, attitude, and guidance in
investigations, report writing, and mentorship.
During the 4th Quarter, Cpl. Barker changed his
vacation dates to perform FTO duties to help
another officer. He was also solely responsible for
teaching the Department’s fall firearms class and
assisting with qualification. He then changed his
schedule again to take on another recruit,
volunteered to work other shifts to help with
manpower issues due to COVID and assisted CID in
locating a suspect in a case. Cpl. Barker has set a
high standard for all officers to follow. His skills,
determination, and dedication as an officer and
supervisor have gone beyond what is expected.
Officer Kylon Harvey was awarded the Officer of
the Year for 2020 for his actions above and beyond
the call of duty during the 2nd Quarter of 2020. On
June 23, 2020, Sherman Police Department received
a 911 emergency call from a female screaming for
help.

Harvey with
Assistant Chief
Dawsey

The female caller stated her nephew stabbed her
father and she had locked herself in her room.
Officers Kylon Harvey and Priscilla Tirado were
dispatched with Officers Anglin, Stephens, Yu,
Gibson and Cpl. Barker responding to assist. Officer
Harvey approached the door, knocked, but did not
receive an answer. He observed movement inside
and shortly after, heard a female scream. Officer
Harvey quickly forced entry to the main door and
entered. He began to search the house for the
victim. Officers Tirado and Gibson followed checking
rooms as they passed. They followed the screaming
and ended up in the bedroom where they
encountered a male who was holding a large knife.
The male was covered in blood, there was blood all
over the room, and he was obviously extremely
dangerous. The suspect was standing in the

doorway of a bathroom, blocking the officer’s attempts
at safely getting to the victims. The suspect did not
respond to the commands from Officers Harvey and
Tirado to drop the knife and walk away from the
bathroom. He then shut the door. Officers Gibson and
Tirado quickly used their weapons in an attempt to
arrest the suspect and prevent him from harming the
caller who was inside the bathroom. The caller
immediately started screaming from behind the
bathroom door. Officer Harvey ran to the bathroom
door and kicked it open. He observed the suspect
brutally attacking the female with a knife. Officer Harvey
fired his weapon and struck the suspect, ultimately
killing him. Officer Harvey risked his personal safety as
he entered the small room. If not for Officer Harvey’s
actions, the female victim would have died.
Certificates of Merit were awarded to the following:
Officer Bregoree Anderson, Officer Dylan Anglin,
Detective Alex Aviles, Detective Rob Ballew, Corporal
Scott Barker, Communications Officer Audrey Baxter,
Officer Brad Bigham, Lt. Samuel Boyle, Lt. Jeremy Cox,
Detective Drew Dutton, Detective Ryan Hapiuk,
Officer Justin Hudnall, Corporal Brandon Hughes,
Officer Ian Oden, Corporal Bradley Richards, Corporal
Zackary Shaver, Officer Paul Yarwood, Sherman Fire
Captain Steven Davis, and Sherman Fire Marshall Billy
Hartsfield. The Sherman Police Department hosted the
Texoma Regional
Police Academy
SPD‐1 class that
covered 756
hours of training.
In preparation for
the academy, the
instructors spent
countless hours creating
lesson plans, instructional
aids, and coordinating
assistance from other
entities to find appropriate
sites for practical
applications.
Top: Hughes with Assistant Chief
Dawsey; Bottom: Cox with
Assistant Chief Trisler

Multiple instructors volunteered their time to assist
as role players for classes throughout the academy,
giving the recruits the most realistic scenarios
possible.

Above: Barker and
Hapiuk with Assistant
Chief Dawsey;
Left: Baxter with Lt. John
Kennemer.

All instructors played
an integral part in
the success of the
academy, as all the
recruits graduated
with the lowest overall average being a 94% and
passed the TCOLE state exam on the first try.
The state exam had recently changed and the
success rate of passing the test on the first try was
very low across the state. The COVID‐19 outbreak
caused the academy to close for two weeks. This
placed the students behind in their training; keeping
one of the students out for four weeks. To ensure
the academy graduated on time, each instructor and
shifts had to adjust their schedules, some giving up
their weekends to teach in order for the students to
catch up with classes. This could not have been
possible without the hard work and resilience from
all instructors who selflessly gave their time in order
to ensure the success of this academy class.
Police Commendations were awarded to the
following: Officer Bregoree Anderson, Corporal
Scott Barker, Detective Jeanette Connors,
Sergeant Riley Day, Detective Tyler Halter,
Detective Ryan Hapiuk, Criminalist Desireé
Harston, Detective Nathan Hendrickson, Detective
Brian McClaran, Detective Talia Riffe, and Crime
Analyst Buffy Todd.

Sherman Police Regional Pipe Band
The Sherman Police Regional Pipe Band had the
opportunity to perform publicly several times during
the month of March, 2021.

(L to R: Day, Connors, Halter, Harston, Hendrickson, Todd, Riffe.
Missing from photo – Anderson, Hapiuk, Barker and McClaran)

On December 19, 2020, Sherman Police Department
took a missing person report. CID began an
investigation and learned that the missing person may
have been murdered. Several officers, detectives and
civilian staff worked tirelessly throughout the
investigation. Large quantity of evidence, intelligence
and statements were processed. They worked long
hours and followed leads spanning four counties as
they searched for the missing person and suspects.
Two officers voluntarily came in on their days off during
a holiday season, to assist in the apprehension of a
suspect. One officer stayed all night as one of the
detectives tried to locate and arrest another suspect.
One civilian staff member cancelled vacation to assist in
the identification of the suspects and devoted time to
compile data and spreading awareness of the suspects
to other law enforcement agencies and the media.
Another civilian staff member sifted through large
amounts of intelligence and created bulletins and
charts, which helped improve the efficiency of the
investigation and worked long hours to process three
separate crimes scenes and to recover the body.
Several detectives devoted significant amounts of time
toward the success of the investigation by assisting
with the location and detention of persons of interest,
seizure of evidence, arrest of suspects, and processing
of crime scenes. Sgt. Day and Det. Connors led the
investigation clocking almost 60 hours in a three‐day
period. Suspects were located and arrested concluding
the case in nine days. Each person contributed
immensely to the investigation that started with very
little evidence, no suspects, and a missing victim. The
teamwork and positive attitudes through a stressful
and difficult operation gave peace to a grieving family
and brought justice to the suspects.

On Saturday, March 13th, the band led the annual
Sherman St. Patrick’s Day Parade and was again
awarded a trophy for the performance.
Members of the band entertained the crowds
Saturday night and again on Wednesday night (St.
Patrick’s Day) by performing in local restaurants.
On Friday,
March 26th,
the band
was
honored to
perform at
the Texoma
Hero event
honoring
Choctaw Nation Assistant Chief Jack Austin Jr. and
honorary recipient, Choctaw Nation Chief Gary
Batton. The ceremony took place at the Choctaw
Nation Tribal Headquarters in Durant, Oklahoma.
As a result of the performance, the band was
personally requested by Choctaw Nation Chief Gary
Batton to perform for their nation’s Veteran’s Day
event in November.
On Monday, March 29,
band member Russell
Hurd performed in a
ceremony hosted by the
City Council in Royse City
in honor of their city’s
recognition of Vietnam
Veteran’s Day.

The band continues to work hard through the Spring and
has a number of performances planned. In May of this
year, the band plans to travel to Austin to participate in
the Texas Peace Officer Memorial ceremonies and
parade. The band has also been requested to perform
for the grand opening of the new wing of the Perrin Air
Force Base Museum in May.
We are seeking greater involvement from our own
ranks. If you are interested in joining the band, please
contact Det. Rob Ballew. No experience is required, we
will teach you!

SPA News
SPA assisted a member with expenses for a family
member’s health issue.
A donation was given to Officer Jonathan Frith to attend
the Texas Police Games.
SPA sponsored a team for the Women Rock annual
softball tournament on 3/27/21.

Front: Talia Riffe, Amber Otten, Priscilla Tirado, Tyrek Hancock,
Devin Hargrove. Back: Kasey Compton, Austin Ross, Dylan
Anglin, Tyler Halter, Andrew Young

